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In Defense of Darkness

This past Friday, meteorologist Mark Seeley told MPR’s Cathy Wurzer that the past three
months have been the “fourth gloomiest” fall season of all time. Citing Minnesota’s Climatology
Office, Seeley relayed that this past September – November’s prolonged absence of the sun is the worst
it’s been since 1983. Have you noticed it? It feels like we haven’t seen the sun since August, made
even worse by what seems like a daily sunset at 3:30 in the afternoon. For months we’ve been sitting –
literally - in darkness. I feel like a mole.
To mark the occasion, over the weekend I dug out a children’s book I read to both our kids
probably 2,000 times – a book featured on the best show of all time, PBS’s Reading Rainbow, entitled
“Mole Music” by David McPhail. It’s one of those children’s books whose illustrations advance the
story as much as the words do. It features a mole who lives by himself underground. He feels that
something is missing in his life. And one day, when he’s watching TV, and he sees a man playing a
violin. “I want to make beautiful music too,” Mole thinks to himself. So Mole orders a violin and
teaches himself to play.
Now, there are two parts of this story, conveyed by the illustrations. There’s below ground with
mole and his pursuit of the violin. And then, there’s above ground – a world about which mole is
entirely unaware. Connecting the two is a tree – with its roots poking through the ceiling of mole’s
home, and the trunk and tiny branches growing in the world above ground. Throughout the story, we
see the tree absorbing mole’s music through the roots and sending it out into the world. So, for example,
when Mole is learning to play the violin, making awful screeching sounds, the tree is a sapling, and it’s
kind of bent over, limp-looking and unhappy.
But Mole sticks with it, and years go by and Mole gets better and better and better, even playing
violin better than the man he saw on TV. “He was happier than he’d ever been,” it says. “During the
day, as he dug tunnels, Mole hummed the music he would play at night.
Above ground, the tree is growing bigger and bigger, as its lovely mole music is getting noticed.
In the illustrations we see farmers gazing up at the tree and resting. “Sometimes,” the story goes, “Mole
wondered what it would be like to play his music for people.” Above ground we see families gathering
around the tree to listen. But Mole doesn’t know. “Mole imagined himself playing before a huge
audience. He imagined that he played for presidents and queens.” Above ground we see workers and
bosses, kings and courtiers all gathering around the tree. “Mole even imagined that his music could
reach into people’s hearts and melt away their anger and sadness.” Above ground we see armies coming
at each other in war, then, hearing the music, throwing their swords into the air, dismounting their
horses, and hugging each other. “’How silly I am,’ Mole thought, ‘imagining that my music could do all
that, when no one has ever even heard it.’ Mole played one more song, then put down his violin and
went to sleep. And dreamed beautiful, peaceful dreams.”

Like Mole, we know a lot about living and working and hoping in the dark. In addition to, this
year, living and working and hoping in the darkest days since 1983, we also find ourselves in Advent,
and Advent always happens in the darkest of days, as our little place on the planet moves further and
further away from the sun. So much of what we read in Advent is about darkness and our thirst for
light. “The Lord is my light and my salvation…(Ps 27:1)” writes the psalmist, “the fountain of life in
whose light we see light (Ps 36.9). “The people who walked in darkness have seen a great light; those
who lived in a land of deep darkness – on them light has shined.” (Is 9:2). And even today John the
Baptist calls the people out into the cold, dark, desert night so they are ready for the light that will save
them all. In so many of our Advent stories, the message is the same: the light of the world has come to
put an end to darkness, to be a lamp in the hands of those who believe. Like myself, I know so many
people whose lives depend on that promise – when we can’t see where we are going; when the bottom
drops out; when our prayers go unanswered and we’re marooned in the kind of darkness that makes us
afraid to move – we cling to the promise that if we can just keep our minds focused on the light of the
world then sooner or later God will send us some bright angels to lead us out.
And yet – deep in scriptures there lives an equal and opposite truth that almost never comes up
in church: that God dwells in deep darkness. God comes to the people in dark clouds, dark nights, dark
dreams and dark strangers in ways that sometimes scare them half to death but almost always for their
good, or at least, for their transformation. God does some of God’s best work in the dark.
We have been conditioned to view darkness as a negative, symbolizing what’s sinister, or
dismal, or tragic or wrong. It was a really dark film, we say. We’re in a really dark place right now.
He’s gone to the dark side. No one ever asks God for more darkness. Please God, come to me in a dark
cloud. Give me a dark vision. Please eclipse the sun and throw life as I know it into complete shadow.
Put out my lights so I can see what I need to see. Then, please send me a dark angel on the worst night
of my life.
In the Bible, no one asks for darkness, either, but it happens. Once you start noticing how many
things happen at night in the Bible, the list grows fast. God comes to Abraham in the dark, instructing a
series of desired sacrifices then sealing the covenant with the people Israel forever. God comes to Jacob
in the dark not once, but twice – the first in a dream at the foot of a heavenly ladder, and the second on a
riverbank where an angel wrestles him all night long. The exodus from Egypt happens at night; God
parts the Red Sea at night; manna falls from the sky in the wilderness at night – and that’s just the
beginning.
The cloud and the glory always seem to go together – not just in the Hebrew Scriptures, but in
our Gospels, too. Ask Jesus’ disciples Peter, James, and John who entered another cloud on another
mountain where they too were overshadowed by the glorious, terrifying darkness of God. Ask Saul the
ferocious who was blinded on the road so he could be led by the hand to a hard bed in a rented room,
where he finally became soft enough to welcome a dark angel named Ananias. Ask Mary how her life –
and the life of the whole world – changed when the savior of the world was born in that scary, darkest
hour just before dawn. Ask Mary Magdalene who, in her insurmountable grief, discovers the risen
Christ. “Early on the first day of the week, while it was still dark…” the discovery of resurrection
begins.
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It’s not a popular truth, but there it is: God dwells in deep darkness. When we cannot see – when
we are not sure where we are going and all our old landmarks have vanished inside the storm – then
plenty of us can believe we are lost and forgotten. But what I am asking you to consider is an additional
theology – that when we find ourselves in darkness, we may be the exact opposite of lost and forgotten.
Based on the witness of those who have gone before, we know that darkness is where God most often
restores us when our lives have broken apart. It is the cloud of unknowing where nothing we thought
we knew about God can prepare us to meet the God who is. It is in darkness where new life, no matter
how shattered, no matter how lonely, is born.
There are real benefits to this kind of faith, though they may not appeal to those for whom God
can only be light (and in whom there is no darkness at all). The first benefit is that we have to slow way,
way down when we find ourselves in the dark. When the kids were little we took them to visit Crystal
Cave in western Wisconsin, right off I-94. It’s campy as all get-out, but it’s been around as a tourist
attraction since first discovered in 1881. Just like any cave or mine tour, visitors must walk down flight
after flight of industrial stairs, down, down, down – 70 feet in this case -- into the damp, drippy earth.
At some point the guide flips off the lights so everyone can get a feel for how dark the dark can be –
like, can’t see your hand in front of your face dark. Anyone that’s been on one of these tours knows –
the minute those lights go out, everyone freezes. There’s just no running around in dark like that. All
the things we pride ourselves on in the light outside – our speed, our agility, our ability to talk fast and
get things done – they don’t help us one single bit in that kind of darkness. Darkness forces us to slow
down and use senses we don’t use when our eyes are working in the light of day. Darkness like that
sharpens our senses, hones our awareness, makes us hyper-sensitive to God’s light touch.
Another benefit of darkness is that is reminds us that while we’re in it, none of our outside
navigational tools can, in the end, really help us. A few years ago I had the chance to tour a maritime
simulator – what instructors use to teach students how to drive big barges through harbors and out into
the open sea. As I stood on the simulator’s bridge and “drove” the barge, the operator simulated bad
weather scenarios and even pirates. And then everything went dark. Totally dark. It felt very real and I
began to panic. Gone were the landmarks. Gone was sight of the shore. Gone were the stars and the
moon. Everything I had depended on to guide my ship suddenly vanished. “When everything goes
dark,” said the operator’s voice in the dark, “a good pilot slows down and watches for what can help
him.” When we hit complete darkness, external things we depend upon in the light of our normal lives to
keep us safe and secure, no longer work. If it’s not already inside us, then it’s of limited use to us in the
dark places. Once we enter darkness we find out what our primary resources, our internal guideposts
really are: love, hope, vulnerability, openness, and what insistent, sacred whisper we can learn to trust
when we’re navigating by faith and not by sight. We learn in that place to trust more supremely what
only God can do for us, over what we think we can do for ourselves.
And finally, inside darkness with everything slooooowed waaaay doooowwn, depending on
what’s inside ourselves to feel our way forward, the good news is that God has room and time and
enough of our attention to bring forth new life – an entirely new thing that didn’t exist before dark
descended. One of my favorite paintings of all time is Van Gogh’s olive tree series, housed in the
permanent collection of the Minnesota Institute of Arts. A light lavender punctuates the painting in
rows between trees and in the background mountain scape. Apparently, Van Gogh considered lavender a
color of “consolation” (his word) in that he felt the color was not its own entity but created by the
stormy confrontation of darkness weakened by light -- the new creation of that gorgeous, life-giving
color only possible because of darkness.
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I know my defense of darkness will never, ultimately, sell. “En-darkenment” is never going to
appeal to anyone the way enlightenment does. But for those who are already sitting in the dark, and for
those of us who know that at some point we’ll be there, too, to consider the possibility that God dwells
there with us is Gospel Good News. And, in the end, I do know this: the thing about the cloud of
unknowing - which even the saints take on trust - is that it’s not there to get through like a test or a fever.
It is God’s home. It is the place where God dwells. To be invited in is a great honor, and to stay
awhile? Better yet. When sitting in darkness, we never feel that it’s a great honor – it’s the last place
any of us want to be. But I do know this: that for those who make it out the other side, while they may
not have a lot of words to describe where they have been, and they’ll tell us they never would have
chosen it in a million years – they do have a great story to tell and more than not it’s a story that includes
redemption and healing, regeneration and a new wisdom. They might just tell us that now that it has
happened they would never give it back. AMEN.
Sources:
The brilliant idea and direct quotes about God doing God’s best work in the dark are excerpted from
Barbara Brown Taylor’s Learning to Walk in the Dark (2014), an excellent read that I highly
recommend.
The Maritime Institute of Technology’s website has interesting information about its simulator-based
training programs: http://mitags-pmi.org/
Van Gogh’s approach to the cover lavender is commented upon by Goethe in the book Goethe’s Way of
Science by David Seamon.
“…this reciprocity between darkness and light points to the ur-phenomenon of color: Color is the
resolution of the tension between darkness and light. Thus darkness weakened by light leads to the
darker colors of blue, indigo, and violet, while light dimmed by darkness creates the lighter colors of
yellow, organze, and red. Unlike Newton, who theorized that colors are entitites that have merely arisen
out of light (as, for example, through refraction in a prism), Goethe came to believe that colors are new
formations that develop through the dialectical action between darkness and light. Darkess is not a total,
passive absence of light as Newton had suggested, but, rather, an active presence, opposing itself to light
and interacting with it. Theory of Color presents a way to demonstrate firsthand this dialectical
relationship and color as its result.”
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